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Abstract 
With digital technology, the rapid development of new technology, digital media era has arrived, a variety of media 
have emerged a new trend of convergence. Then, edit the Multimedia Fusion should be the role of? The thesis that edit 
roles should  highlight  three  areas: one is the more prominent editorial  guidance function;  the  second is  more  
focused on editorial  planning  function;  the third  is the more prominent editing creativity. 
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1. Multimedia Fusion trend gradually formed 
In the new trend of multimedia convergence, the editors to media development process is in the 
"gatekeeper" of the Centre, you will need to continuously improve their quality and accomplishment of the 
media, the need for accurate positioning of the "roles."[1] 
1.1The age of Multimedia Fusion 
The development of the media, more mature media forms there are five. The newspaper as the 
representative of the first media, mainly transmitted text information and picture information; to broadcast 
as the representative of the second media, mainly transmitted sound information; to television as the 
representative of the third major media, sound and image information; Internet-representative of fourth 
media, is a text message, voice message and image information, such as integrated communications; 3G 
comes to mobile media represented the fifth media is truly interactive, the Internet anytime, anywhere. With 
the continuous development and progress of society, a new media forms will emerge. Current development 
trends, a variety of media forms whether new or old, did not die out, but in the competition will continue to 
grow and develop, and a variety of media convergence and new trends. For example, Journal of TV 
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programs (the fusion of TV and magazines), TV, reading the newspaper program (the fusion of TV and 
newspaper), newspaper, magazine format (newspapers and magazines of fusion), mobile newspaper 
(newspapers and mobile media fusion), the Internet you can mix a variety of media. Therefore, Multimedia 
Fusion trend gradually taking shape.  
1.2Multimedia Fusion more needs to edit checks
Multimedia Fusion, the formation of big media to promote the knowledge of the big bang.[2]Media 
development also means that the growth of knowledge, due to the dissemination of knowledge, exchange of 
experience, inherited culture, has always been the main task of the mass media. Through the media, all kinds 
of knowledge as more and more like a snowball rolling. Knowledge to make our life more rich, let our 
culture. However, knowledge of the big bang has not only brought us the positive information, useful and 
has brought useless negative information, give our lives a lot of "impurities". Knowledge of the big bang 
has caused a lot of negative effects, such as the spread of information, information overload, information 
waste and disease information, and even harmful toxic and false fake on people's lives to cause harm of 
adverse information.[3]If you want to remove these on our useless "impurity" knowledge, we must rely on 
the Editor's choice and control, to meet the cultural diffusion of useful knowledge and dissemination of 
selected, the "knowledge" to filter out impurities. Edit basic function is to disseminate the culture of 
associative structure and culture information. [4]In human culture dissemination process, the Edit link in the 
centre, played the role of the bridge and link. Press, radio, television and Internet media, although in the 
form of different media, but have the basic editing functions. Edit to put those good, suitable for people to 
appreciate works out and spread out to select, and authors and audiences together to human culture and 
reputation in the "building".   
2.  Multimedia Fusion era editorial role 
As multimedia convergence trends in the center of formation, editing position should enhance, edit role 
should be more explicit. Edit roles to highlight three areas: one is the more prominent editorial guidance 
function; the second is more focused on editorial planning function; the third is the more prominent editing 
creativity. [5]  
2.1a more prominent edited guiding function  
Jiang Zemin visited people's speech noted: "public opinion is correct, the party and the people a 
blessing; the error direction of public opinion, is the scourge of the party and the people. The party's 
journalism and solidarity party, is part of the life of the party. " And stressed that: "the news media's 
leadership firmly grasp the loyal to Marxism, loyal to the party, the people's hands; news media units must 
take firm and correct political direction on top of everything. "(The people's daily 1996 · 10 · 21) Edit 
activity is to edit-centric organizations "intersubjectivity" activities. Edit the main creative planning and 
construction process of the media, as the start of the Arc Triumph, publishing books and reading to greet the 
body constantly in and out, converting to generate a variety of cultural media, causing the human phase, 
create a shared space, that is, the media structure of cultural inheritance and interactive communication 
platform. Newspapers, books, periodicals, radio, film, television, Internet and mobile phone screens, and 
other media carrier, which reflects the "media sex" of many media interactivity features.[6]In the creation of 
media culture, edit always firmly grasp the Media Guide feature, guide the correct opinion.
The development of the media culture, the people in the process of creation of the media culture 
products more and more, you will need to edit play a good guide. Edit the head to the existence of a tangible 
or intangible "filters" in the "filter" function, the truth, the better, valuable media products introduced to the 
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audience. Whatever the chosen media products, access to communication networks, participate in media 
Cultur; those who were not selected media product, cannot enter the social media network, cannot 
participate in the media and Cultur. Cultur in media, edit the Guide should be: excellence, seeking new, 
really good truth, virtue and beauty.  
2.2increased focus on editorial planning function  
Newspaper coverage of key topics, book titles and TV programs of the hot topics, and so on, require 
editors to carefully plan ahead of time. [7]Because the current media market is highly competitive, the mass 
media are also faced with the problem of the survival and development, structural adjustment in the face of 
media products, market share, competitiveness, and a series of issues, research and analysis on audience 
needs, combined with the current hot issues in the community, to develop original, competitive selection, 
etc, becomes the main contents of the editing work, which also reflects the editorial planning function. 
While editing a role has a multifaceted character, but edit the role of the Centre's mission is always the 
same, that is, edit in society has been played in creating role of the media culture, they created media and 
heritage media culture, is responsible for a special mission. Any major editing projects, and even a specific 
editorial activities, are the result of the Edit carefully planned. Editing is necessary to adapt and meet the 
readers, and to guide and foster the reader; it is necessary to contact and organization of the author, but also 
on the author to make the necessary guidance; is both a modern cultural norms of the defenders, and new 
agents of cultural norms.  
We take the Harry Potter series of novels published as an example to analysis. The Harry Potter series 
of novels by author Rowling to red all over the world, on a train from "Cinderella" into a world class 
reputation of "the Phoenix" – best seller authors, publishers of children's literature in the United States 
scholar Arthur · Lai text editors. It is precisely because the edit text Lai, planning and marketing, the Harry 
Potter series of novels really familiar to readers, and thus make world publication history of a miracle. The 
Harry Potter series of novels, in the United Kingdom was rejected 12 Publishing House, the last published 
only when printed 500. In 1997, Arthur · Lai text beat 10.5 million to a book published in the United States.  
Lai man subsequently carried out a series of editorial planning: first, to overwrite the titles. To make it 
easier to remember, in order to make the title more in line with the content, the first name of the book 
wisdom of the Harry Potter and the stone to the Harry Potter and the philosopher's stone ". Second, change 
the name of the author. The author was formerly Joanne. Kathleen. Rowling, published in the United States 
when branding J.K. Rowling. This name looks more like men, more in line with the United States, because 
United States of habits readers  prefer male author's works. Third, change the orientation of the book. The 
Harry Potter and the philosopher's stone "was a typical United Kingdom literature, Lai man to meet United 
States readers reading habits, the novel as a" Pan children ", the novel is not only suitable for children, but 
also to have novels for adults to read. Subsequently, the extensive Lai Man organization resources from 
content to graphic design and so on novels were relocated and design, eventually making it a completely 
novel of the United States. Fourth, for propaganda. Lai Man organization of a large number of writers on 
manuscript a study on the evaluation, and to expand public opinion and propaganda, and the United States 
accepted arrangement Rowling newspapers, television interviews, and Rowling are carefully packaged. A 
series of editors and planning, the United States readers hang appetite, the Harry Potter and the 
philosopher's stone has not yet officially published as a United States person familiar with the ultimate in the 
United States a gun. The next few years, the Harry Potter series of novels, turned into 60 languages, sold 
more than 200 countries, cumulative sales of 400 million copies, became the world's unique book sales.  
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2.3more prominent creative editing 
Edit is the bulk of the editing activity, is the authors, editors, readers social relations in a positively and 
highly creative role. Edit in the entire editorial activities, not just the author and the readers role of 
intermediaries between, also has a view of the Tribunal, planning, organizing, selecting, processing, 
position, and orientation. Editing is a social media culture constitutes the most active in leading factor, if the 
author is a media and cultural product of the first creators, then the editor is a product of media culture. 
Editing and creative labour, is a scientific thinking activity, it has open and agile, innovative and proactive. 
Editorial work is a creative, technical, supplemented by the media culture production activities.    
Edit the work, from the psychological point of view, belong to the will of our consciousness. Edit job 
objective and specific objectives prior explicit and completely is the purposeful development topic, 
gathering information, proactive to discover authors and author for the author, organization, and for writing 
conducted creative review and editing. For example, developing a good works, whether in content selection, 
or layout design, reflecting the Edit original vision and creativity. Edit to edit the object, of Labor process 
and editing work, and so on, require editing must be creative labor.Edit the labor process used by topic 
selection, processing, sorting, grouping, and other means of fabric are permeated by a sense of innovation, 
its labor process every step, every link is in the spirit of innovation of the finish. It can be said, editing 
creativity throughout from the titles to works published in the whole process, editing of labor process is a 
continuous play the perfect creative editorial independence. 
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